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POLAR PLUS
Energy – efficient POLAR PLUS loft ladders are characterized by the best insulated hatch Ud value on the market 
0,36 W/m²*K and the highest 4 class of airtightness. Due to their excellent parameters, POLAR PLUS loft ladders 
are ideal for installation in places where are large temperature differences. The choice of POLAR PLUS is an invest-
ment that allows you to reduce losses of heated air, improve the level of thermal insulation and significantly reduce 
heating costs. They are perfect in all terms and conditions, at the same time contributing to reducing the heating 
costs. The POLAR PLUS stairs have been equipped with the Zero Gravity handrail system – greatly facilitating 
entry into the attic, solid two-point metal zip and triple sealing. Of course, the best features of POLAR products 
were not lacking, such as a solid and insulated hatch with a thickness of 86 mm. The two-point lock guarantees a 
tight and reliable closing of the hatch and thanks to two long handrails the entry on the ladder is very convenient. 
In addition, the handrails are locates on both sides, which significantly improves safety. The excellent quality of ma-
terials used for the production of loft ladders and attention to every detail of finish cause that the stairs will satisfy 
even the most demanding customers. Their maximum load during use is up to 160 kg. Choosing the best insulated 
loft ladder on the market, you will reduce heating costs and you contribute to the fight for a better climate.

Box dimensions [cm] AxB
120x60
120x70

Outer box dimensions, mounting opening 2 cm larger

Width of ladder for dimensions 120x60 - 370 mm
Width of ladder for dimensions 120x70 - 400 mm

C 280 cm
D                147 cm
E                169 cm
G  160 kg

86 mm

Insulated hatch thickness 86 mm

Thickness of thermal insulation 80 mm

Hatch colour from both sides White

Wooden ladder  3 sections

Height of wooden box            170 mm

Width of ladder           370/400 mm

Width of step 358 mm

Depth of step  80 mm

Landing space 147 cm

Opening distance/angle       169 cm

Maximum ceiling height         280 cm
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